
 

It's in My Genes by Michel

A masterpiece of stand-up magic!

The magician says, "To learn magic you have to study. But I wonder if it has
something to do with heredity. My son is 5 years old and he's a gifted child."

The magician asks a spectator to come on stage. Assume, in this example, that
his name is Tom. A plastic, yellow envelope with a big label is shown, with words
printed on it: "Choose a Number from 1 to 100." The magician asks Tom to point
to anyone in the audience and asks him to choose any number. It is written on a
sticky note and sticks it on Tom's right palm.

The yellow envelope is opened, and a smaller plastic grey envelope is removed.
It has a big printed label that says, "Choose a letter." The magician asks Tom to
point to another spectator in the audience to choose any letter. After he calls it
aloud, it is written on a sticky note and stuck onto Tom's chest.

The envelope is opened and a box of jumbo cards with different printed flags on
the faces is removed. Another spectator selects, in a crystal-clear way, one of the
"flag cards." Tom holds the "flag card" in his left hand. The spectator who chose
the "flag card" looks into the box and he finds an envelope with child drawings.
The magician says, "Today my son arrived from school and gave me this
envelope." Inside, there's a drawing of Tom with the same number held in his
hand, the same letter on his chest and the same "flag card" in his hand.
Everything matches!

If you want, you can add a kicker ending: the drawing of the spectator has the
same traits (glasses or beard for example) and on the back is written the
spectator's name! You can give away the drawing as a gift!!!

The most direct and fair confabulation routine you have ever seen
Right out of Michel's corporate show
Perfect for parlor, stage, kids and MC
Packs small plays very big
The spectator freely chooses any number
The spectator selects, in a crystal-clear way, a "Flag Card"
The spectator freely chooses any letter
All the materials are custom made
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Very fast reset
Very easy to do
Suitable in any language*
The funniest, most entertaining and impossible multiple prediction
You receive everything to perform it immediately

*(you only have to change two labels)

You receive everything to perform it immediately:

2 plastic envelopes custom made
1 specially designed paper envelope
1 specially printed and prepared full deck of jumbo "flag cards"
2 A-4 printed drawing prediction
1 packet of Sticky notes
1 black marker
Video download instruction
PDF (with labels, drawing prediction and envelope)
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